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TPM-FAIL vulnerabilities impact TPM chips
in desktops, laptops, servers

A team of academics has disclosed today two vulnerabilities known collectively as TPM-FAIL
that could allow an attacker to retrieve cryptographic keys stored inside TPMs. TPM stands
for Trusted Platform Module. In the early days of computing, TPMs were separate chips added
to a motherboard were a CPU would store and manage sensitive information such as
cryptographic keys. These keys were used to ensure hardware integrity during the boot-up
process or to attest various cryptographic operations, such as handling digital certiﬁcates,
ensuring HTTPS connections on servers, or verifying authentication-related processes.
The actual attacks on these two TPM technologies is what security researcher call a "timing
leakage." An external observer can record the time differences when the TPM is performing
repetative operations and infer the data being processed inside the secure chip -- all based on
the amount of time the TPM takes to do the same thing over and over again. The research
team says the "timing leakage" they discovered can be used to extract 256-bit private keys
that are being stored inside the TPM.
Both companies issued patches for the TPM-FAIL vulnerabilities, either by releasing security
patches or by issuing new TPM chips. Intel upgraded their fTPM ﬁrmware to ﬁx the security
issue tracked as CVE-2019-11090 and STMicroelectronics issuing a new TPM chip to address
the CVE-2019-16863 vulnerability, chips resistant against TPM-FAIL exploitation as the
research team conﬁrmed.
Read More on ZDNet

Even More on Bleeping Computer

Ofﬁcials warn about the dangers of using
public USB charging stations

Travelers are advised to avoid using public USB power charging stations in airports, hotels,
and other locations because they may contain dangerous malware, the Los Angeles District
Attorney said in a security alert published last week. USB connections were designed to work
as both data and power transfer mediums, with no strict barrier between the two. As
smartphones became more popular in the past decade, security researchers ﬁgured out they
could abuse USB connections that a user might think was only transferring electrical power to
hide and deliver secret data payloads. This type of attack received its own name, as "juice
jacking."
The LA District Attorney's warning [PDF] covers many attack vectors, because there's different
ways that criminals can abuse USB wall chargers.The most common way is via "pluggable"
USB wall chargers. These are portable USB charging devices that can be plugged into an AC
socket, and criminals can easily leave some of these behind "by accident" in public places, at
public charging stations. There are also USB chargers encased directly inside power charging
stations installed in public places, were the user only has access to a USB port. However, LA
ofﬁcials say criminals can load malware onto public charging stations, so users should avoid
using the USB port, and stick to using the AC charging port instead.
Taking all these into account, LA ofﬁcials recommend that travelers: Use an AC power outlet,
not a USB charging station. Take AC and car chargers for your devices when traveling.
Consider buying a portable charger for emergencies. But there are also other countermeasures
that users can deploy. One of them is that device owners can buy USB "no-data transfer"
cables, where the USB pins responsible for the data transfer channel have been removed,
leaving only the power transfer circuit in place. Such cables can be found on Amazon and
other online stores.
Read More on ZDNet

PureLocker Ransomware Can Lock Files on
Windows, Linux, and macOS

Cybercriminals have developed ransomware that can be ported to all major operating systems
and is currently used in targeted attacks against production servers. The new name is
PureLocker. Malware researchers analyzed samples for Windows but a Linux variant is also
being used in attacks. The name of the ransomware derives from the programming language
it's written in, PureBasic, an unusual choice that provides some beneﬁts, "AV vendors have
trouble generating reliable detection signatures for PureBasic binaries. In addition, PureBasic
code is portable between Windows, Linux, and OS-X, making targeting different platforms
easier."
The malware is carefully designed to evade detection, hiding malicious or dubious behavior in
sandbox environments, posing as the Crypto++ cryptographic library, and using functions
normally seen in libraries for music playback. For instance, if the malware determines that it's
running in a debugger environment, it exits straight away. Furthermore, the payload deletes
itself after execution. This and more allowed PureLocker to stay under the radar for months in
a row. For the past three weeks, PureLocker evaded the detection of antivirus engines on
VirusTotal almost entirely.
Reusing code from other malware is what helped this ransomware keep a low proﬁle and not
trigger antivirus alerts all this time. Details about its victims and the ransom demands are
unknown at this time but now that it made it on researchers' radar, PureLocker will deﬁnitely
get more attention from the infosec community.
Read More
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Kingred Group is growing, so does the Group Security team! We're looking for new talented
professionals to come join us. You can ﬁnd all our open vacancies on our career page.

This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with a diverse team of
1,600 people serving over 26 million customers across Europe, Australia and the US. We offer
pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and Games through 11 brands across our
markets. We are committed to offer our customers the best deal and user experience possible,
while ensuring a safe and fair gambling environment. Kindred is a pioneer in the online
gambling industry and is an innovation driven company that builds on trust.
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